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By Rachel Lacey

Little, Brown Company, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 170 x 104 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. What happens when you find the right one at the wrong time?
Cara Medlen has a serious case of animal attraction. And it s not because of all the foster dogs she s
rescued. She s got it bad for her incredibly sexy neighbour. Her one rule: Don t get attached. It s
served her well with the dogs she s given to good homes and the children she s nannied. Yet the
temptation of Matt s sexy smile might just convince her that some rules are made to be broken.
Matt Dumont doesn t need his skills as a private investigator to detect disaster on the horizon. Cara
is everything he thought he d never find - gorgeous, funny and caring. But there s no way he can
start a relationship just as he s about to move to another state. Talk about bad timing. As their
attraction sizzles too hot to deny, they ll have to make a decision: forget the consequences and let
loose, or forget each other and let go.
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mrs. Odie Murphy II-- Mrs. Odie Murphy II

A high quality ebook along with the font employed was fascinating to read. It really is writter in easy phrases rather than confusing. I am just easily can get
a satisfaction of looking at a composed publication.
-- Isai Bradtke-- Isai Bradtke
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